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High-level motivation and goals of the costing project
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Ground up cost analysis of fusion energy technology

Cost modeling with device specific costing 

Cost optimization 

Cost calibration against existing systems



ARPA-E 2017 Costing informed by prior work
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ARPA-E 2017 Costing analysis was performed with Bechtel
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Main results for Total Capital Cost (4 ALPHA concepts averaged)
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Design point was for 150MWe



In 2019-2020 ARPA-E revisited the 2017 study in light of new 
cost information
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Preliminary results for capital costs for 4 fusion plants
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Preliminary results for capital costs ...
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… and Levelized Cost of Electricity 
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(COE2 is with learning curve costs applied to the centralized manufacture of fusion power core components).



Next steps for the costing team include the following:
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1. Widen the scope - we now have a very 
flexible costing framework that can be 
offered to many other groups with now 
‘standardized outputs’.

2. Offer cost reduction strategies

3. Provide calibration of the cost data with 
reference to work ongoing elsewhere.

4. Provide design-to-cost information, 
based on most recent work in the 
nuclear sector.



Summary
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ARPA-E started cost analysis for fusion concepts, working with Bechtel in 2017

In 2019, ARPA-E supported a small team to revisit the costing in light of recent cost 
studies elsewhere.

This lead to a cost reduction in most categories outside of the fusion power core for all 
previous concepts.

And a new direction to pursue for reducing uncertainties in cost analysis, and provision 
of cost reduction strategies for fusion development across the board.



In 2019-2020 ARPA-E revisited the 2017 
study in light of new cost information

For PE=150MWe, OCC/PE=$4.9/Watt
 5c/kWh for NOAK and centralized manufacture of modular fusion power cores

Further information: simon@woodruffscientific.com
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